Dana Coverstone’s “Rats in the Sewer” Dream
This is part of my enjoyable work and that is decoding true prophecy,
and I do believe that Dana Coverstone is giving us true End Times
prophecy. It is not what I would call positive, because he is warning us,
just like all true prophets, although he is quite popular and I think that's
because most people don't understand what he is saying.
I certainly don't think Cherie Goff knows and she is the one who usually
interprets his prophecies but I did not watch her interpretation of his
newest one. All she said was that it was a judgment on America and that
I agree with her 100%. So, let me start with my slides.

Joe Biden

So Dana's the newest dream is called “Rats in the
Sewer” Dream, and it's a continuation of a series of
dreams that he had about Joe Biden and the Biden
presidency, and the last of which I think he received on
March 10th in this new series of dreams. Although he
calls it one dream, he had three or four dreams and he
has compiled them into one dream and he should. And
these series of dreams started March 18th I believe and
they ended April 2nd.

So what I will do is review the last dream that he received. He received
four dreams in his Biden sequence, so I thought I would review the
fourth one, seeing as how this new dream the “Rats in the Sewer”
dream, it's a continuation of that dream. And as you know I like to read
the entire dream, and maybe not all of you have watched Dana
Coverstone when he actually gave the dream, so that's why I like to
review it all. I mean some people may think this is redundant, but there
may be people who have not actually seen his dream.
So in this case let's start with the dream that he received before and I
think this particular one the fourth dream in the Biden series he received
March 10th so let's put that on the screen.
“And then earlier this week, March 10th, 2021: The elevator door
opened, and the man that I see often in my dreams was wearing a
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very expensive-looking suit. He walked out from that elevator to the
Oval Office, and he stood behind the Resolute Desk. He suddenly
grabbed that desk and upturned it and pushed it towards the front
of the room. It ended up upside-down, with two of the drawers out
and papers flying in the air towards the ground.”
I think when we see this man who
appears in I think all of Dana
Coverstone's dreams, they always
represent Almighty God; maybe
sometimes an angel. In this case I
think the man is Jesus Himself and
this overturning of the desk to me,
reminded me very much when Jesus
overturned the money changers and I think that was the key to
understanding who the man is, in this dream.
And that's kind of interesting. Why didn't Dana Coverstone say it's
Jesus? Well that's because He did not appear as Jesus and it’s not
unusual even in End Times Bible prophecy in the Bible for Jesus to
appear as something other than Himself.
For example in the Book of Revelation, John describes Him as a lamb. I
think everyone knows that the lamb is Jesus. He's also described as a
rider on a white horse and He's shown with brass like feet and a sword
in His mouth and woolly hair, but we understand that, even though John
does not say that this is Jesus, neither does Dana Coverstone say that
this man is Jesus, but I think that's who we are talking about. Okay and
let's continue with his previous Biden dream.
“This also revealed a bloodstain - a large, red bloodstain under the
desk and the front of where the President's chair sat, as well. And
then the man spoke and he said, ‘Don't let the suit fool you, or the
Office either. What's under the desk will eventually be seen, and the
blood spilled as of late, as of late, is worse than at the beginning.
Stay braced, for the winds are picking up according to my
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command, and the stakes have never been higher for your country
or for your church.’“
So now I think it's interesting here that the man, as I say is Jesus, and
He says the stakes are very high, but this prophecy seems to be a
contradiction to the Data Dream. Remember the Data Dream prophecy
and where the casket is lying in the Rotunda? And inside, is not Biden
by the way, it’s the corruption of Biden. And the Sergeant-at-Arms says
that Biden's corruption will not be revealed, now or forever. And there's
one senator that's very upset at that, and he makes a mad dash to the
White House, because he knows that the order came from the White
House.
Now I believe it was Donald Trump who gave that
order, so to speak in the prophecy, and that has
come true. All of the aspects of the Data Dream
have come true. But here, the man, who as I say, I
believe is Jesus, says what's under the desk will
eventually be seen.
And I’m sure that this blood represents the crimes of
both Biden and Roberts, as I said in my previous
analysis. I believe that Biden and Roberts are on
Donald Trump
the road to Hell. I believe that is what the message
is here. But we’ll now see in this dream, what's going to happen to this
blood.
And it's interesting that he says that “the winds will be picking up”. I think
that's a reference to the four winds in the Book of Revelation, and the
four winds in that book are told not to cause any destruction until the
144,000 Israelites are sealed; 12,000 from each of the tribes. So what
we are going to find, is this revelation of the crimes of Biden and Roberts
and many others, “the rats”, as we will see.
This evidently takes place, I would say, before the winds, which will
precede again the sealing of the children of Israel, the remnant. Okay
let's look at the next part of the previous dream, the last part.
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“And then he stepped over the upside-down desk, leaving the
room. And as he did, the desk seemingly faded, almost like it just
disappeared, almost like the disintegration you would have seen in
Star Trek when they were being beamed up or beamed down. (They
just kind of dematerialize.) The desk simply faded into nothing. And
the bloodstains glowed red, almost like they got thicker. They
glowed red, and all of a sudden they burned a hole through the
ground; and just left a hole in the carpet, with the red edges around
it. That's when I woke up.”
As I say, that was the conclusion of the previous Biden dream and as I
said, I believe that that glowing red blood and the hole in the floor
indicated that Biden and Roberts, (because remember, there were two
bloodstains) are on the road to Hell. So now let's take a look at the
beginning of the Rats in the Sewer Dream, which is a continuation of the
previous dream. He received this between March 18th and April 2nd.
“THE RATS IN THE SEWER DREAM 3/18 & 4/2/21.
I was standing in the White House Oval Office, and the blood under
the desk from the previous dream was now dripping from the
carpet edges where it had seemingly burned through the floor
underneath. And there was smoke associated with it. And the blood
was descending along with the carpet and the wood area typething. And it kept going. It was getting thicker and seemed to be
alive. The blood was moving; and there was like a lightning blazing
within it as it burned through the floor.”
So now we see quite a bit of an
interesting development. So this blood
is very active. I believe it indicates the
corruption of Biden and Roberts and
all of the Washington establishment,
and it's very similar to the Snake
Chain Dream.
The Oval Office

Remember the Snake Chain Dream
where there was blood at the roots of all the trees? Well the trees
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represented the major prominent people in the Deep State, in
Washington; and the trees and the blood at the roots indicated that the
foundation for the Deep State, the major actor in the
Deep State was bloodshed; and of course we know
what that refers to. That refers to abortion; and that is
the primary element of Biden's party. Roberts is
supposedly a Republican and he was, I believe put on
by Bush. That of course doesn't mean anything. I’m
sure he's a “Rhino”.
Chief Justice John
Roberts

So this kind of blood verifies the Snake Chain Dream in
that bloodshed is at the heart of the Deep State. Okay,
let's look at the next slide, the next part of this dream.
“So it kept going floor to floor to floor to floor to floor. And finally it
went through the floors to the granite below, until I found myself in
a rounded and equipped tunnel about 30 feet wide, and it seemed
like it ran for miles in either direction. So it had gone from the Oval
Office floor, down through the floors of the White House, through
the granite, through the floors, and finally ends up in a tunnel that
obviously ran underneath the White House.”
So I think we've all heard about the tunnels in Washington. In this case
I’m not sure that this is a real tunnel. I’m sure this is symbolic, but there
are real tunnels also under the Capitol. I have ridden on the shuttle
under the Capitol that runs from near the National Shrine of the
Immaculate Conception over to the Capitol. I vaguely remember that;
probably at one of the “Marches for Life”, so I know there is a subway
under there, and I think that's probably what it's talking about.
It's also probably talking about a DUMB which is a Deep Underground
Military Base, and as the man said in the previous dream that this
bloodshed is getting worse. It's not getting better. Okay let's look at the
next part of the dream.
“There were auxiliary lights and very bright lighting on the walls
running along and down the corridor. There were also tunnels
leading off in other directions at intersections in both directions as
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well. There also seemed to be a channel on the ground, wide
enough for two vehicles to drive by, so at the very bottom of the
tunnel there was this channel wide enough for two vehicles to drive
by each other there.”
And I think this is pretty obviously a
description of a deep underground
military base or the acronym is DUMB,
and I think that's what Dana is talking
about here. Charlie Ward has an
interesting program decoding DUMBS.
Entrance to a Deep Underground
He says these DUMBS are all over the
Military Base (DUMB)
country. I suspect this DUMB probably
symbolizes the DUMBS all over the country. Let's look at the next verse.
“Suddenly, the blood from the Oval Office came through the
ceiling, and it began filling the channel where the cars would have
driven. So, the blood is entering from the ceiling; it came all the
way from the Oval Office and now it's pouring into this tunnel with
the channel on the ground. There were signs with distances to
various Capital locations on the wall all around the tunnels; doors
about every half mile, and they had key button pads to get
through.”
So, I think it's kind of interesting that, this blood coming down from the
Oval Office will eventually expose the rats, as we will see in a few
minutes. But these revelations start at the Oval Office. Will Biden be the
first one? Will his criminality be the first one to be exposed? But it starts
in the Oval Office and that could very well refer to previous presidents
who were responsible for building these DUMBS. Okay let's look at the
next slide that I’ve got here, the next part of the dream.
“And also on the sides of those rounded tunnels there were
walkways about 5 to 7 feet wide that people would have walked on.
But these walkways now were filled with rats. And these rats
seemed to be glowing, almost pulsating, and they were running in
every direction. Some were even trying to climb those smooth
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concrete walls. The blood was getting higher, it seemed to be
boiling, the smoke was filling the airspace between the ceiling and
the blood rising.”
So, this is obviously symbolism. I
mean, I’m sure these rats are
politicians. I think you can call them
rats. I think it shows their corruption.
That's why they're glowing. These are
symbolic rats, not real rats. I’m sure the blood is symbolic also, and
what's interesting is, when is this all going to happen? This is one of the
very few dreams in which Dana Coverstone does not give a time stamp.
Remember the Snake Chain Dream for example? There was a very
definite time stamp for the start of that. That was where the snakes went
out and enslaved the states. And the specific time stamp for that dream
was cherry blossom time, the time we are in right now. But, I think that
this is going to take place almost simultaneously with the snake chains.
So I think all of his other dreams have been imminent, so that's why I will
say it's imminent, even though he does not give a timestamp. But who
knows? Maybe this won't start for another year, two years, who knows.
So let's look at the next part of the dream.
“The rats were soon barely getting enough air above the blood, and
they were climbing on top of each other in sheer panic to get out.
And then the lights in the room, those auxiliary lights, began
flashing, and the blood kept rising. And suddenly an emergency
siren went off. And at this, the rats began to chatter and bite and
they appeared to be screaming as if they were fighting each other
like in desperation, so they were in sheer panic.”
So isn't this typical? There’s no honor among thieves. Well, the criminals
start fighting each other, and that's what these rats are going to do.
They're going to start tattling on everybody else. They know, they all
know what's been going on. And I think it's hard to believe that this is
going to happen, because with the election of Joe Biden, I don't think
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that this was in anybody's mind that the swamp creatures were going to
be exposed, but I think that's what we're going to see here.
It's kind of interesting that this is much different than what we're getting
right now. Is this really going to happen? Are they, the swamp rats, really
going to be finally exposed? I think this is amazing if it's true, and Dana
Coverstone's previous dreams have been coming true, like the Data
Dream. Okay, the next part:
“The blood kept rising until it filled the entire corridor, and then it
began to foam, the blood at the top began to foam. And I could see
the rats with their faces against the roof, and there were some rats
that were floating dead within that current of blood, because the
blood was moving and flowing down those tunnels. And all at once,
there was a flash of light, and the blood just pushed in each
direction until it was only about as high as the walkway, almost like
doors or gates had been opened and the blood just rushed on
through.”
The next slide:
“And I was already seeing light and air from outside at this point
and realized the blood had pushed itself through every manhole
and was coming up in the buildings … the basements of buildings
and the first floors of buildings in that area. At this time I’m
standing on Pennsylvania Avenue
in front of the White House. And
the rats were running everywhere,
and as those rats ran, their tracks
… they were tracking blood
everywhere they went -- through
the grass, in the streets, on the
sidewalks.”
The White House from Pennsylvania
Avenue

And next slide:
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“And I could see that every major building had tracks in and out.
The rats had gone in: the rats had gone out: the Supreme Court
building, the Treasury, the Smithsonian, the National Mall were all
covered -- and I mean covered in those tracks. And the rats were
still entering buildings and monuments alike. There was a huge
number of rats, it was just ongoing. They were just coming from
everywhere.”
Now this is really amazing. Dana Coverstone is prophesying that these
swamp rats are going to be exposed. They're going to be caught. And
this is, in a way, a contradiction to the Data Dream, where remember the
Sergeant-at-Arms said that Biden's corruption would never be exposed?
But remember, that was the Sergeant-at-Arms. Was he giving a biased
interpretation? Was that wishful thinking on his part? In this case, it's the
man who was Jesus, who was giving this dream.
I think that this is very possible that these rats will be exposed. In a way
it indicates that people like Simon Parks and X-22 and Charlie Ward,
Mark Taylor; they may not be right about Donald Trump coming back,
but it does look as if they could very well be right about the plan.
Remember we were supposed to trust the plan? It could well be that the
plan will be carried out with or without Donald Trump.
This is really a fascinating dream that Dana Coverstone has received.
And the next part of the dream:
“People then appeared with cameras; and they
had the large press flashbulbs that you would
have seen with reporters in the 1920’s to the
1950’s maybe -- large press-like flash bulbs.
And they were taking pictures of every single
set of tracks. And it seemed that each track
was being followed by reporters, who took
pictures, and then they made notes in little journalist notebooks.
And with each flashbulb going off, the rats appeared to age. And
soon the gray hair was white hair.”
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Well now isn't this fascinating? Is Dana Coverstone saying that the
media are going to start behaving like real media? That's what this
prophecy is saying. That's why he said they looked like the reporters
from the 1920’s to the 1950’s. That was back when we had real media.
That's when the journalists were actually investigating. They would look
into things. That's not happening now. The media is giving all the Deep
State a whitewash. Dana Coverstone is saying that's going to change.
It's interesting that, for example, he says the reporters are taking notes.
Well they don't do that now. They follow whatever they're told to say. In
this case, they're doing investigative reports. They're even taking
photographs of the tracks.
This is really quite an interesting dream that Dana has had, and I think
we're going to see this come true very shortly. The swamp creatures are,
according to this, not going to sleep easy if they believe Dana
Coverstone's dream, and I think his dream is correct. Okay, let's look at
the next part of the dream.
“And they seemed to be getting weaker and
weaker, and they were laying on their sides
and dying. And a lot of them were covered in
blood, they had blood on their feet; I could
just tell they were aging and getting older,
becoming more elderly-like, so to speak, in that regard. The
footprints of the rats started glowing until they became threedimensional and thick. And then those same tracks caught on fire
and they went out quickly, but they left this smoking track -- almost
like a smoking-gun idea there.”
So, I think it's pretty clear what's happening here. It’s very much like the
Data Dream. I think it was pretty clear that the evidence in the Data
Dream was going to prove what the election was all about. And that all
came true, very much as he prophesied.
It also came true that Biden was elected. And I told you at the time that
the people in the Rotunda not having shoes on, that was respect for
Biden, as if he had won, which he did. And I told you at the time that,
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when the Sergeant-at-Arms said that the corruption of Biden would not
be exposed now or forever; that was a decision by Donald Trump, and I
believe it was. The plan was to expose all of this Deep State. I think the
plan is now going to go into effect, with or without Donald Trump.
Now the next part of this dream is really interesting, because we are
now going to be introduced to a giant. I’ve never seen any prophecy with
a giant in it. So let's take a look at this next part of the dream.
“And then I saw a giant walking towards
the Washington DC area, who was
standing, you know, way, way, just
bigger, much taller even than the
Washington Monument. As this giant
walked, he grabbed the top of the
Washington Monument like a lid, and he
lifted it up. And as he lifted it up, the
ground around the primary area of
Washington DC came up with it. And
everything was still there in one piece. And it kind of reminded me,
if you've watched the Marvel movies, of “Marvel: The Age of Ultron”
-- when the city of Sokovia has the vibranium at the bottom and the
city is rising, and you see dirt and dust and stuff dropping off of it.”
Well I suspect that Dana Coverstone, as a father, has probably taken his
kids to see Marvel. I had to look all this stuff up. This movie that he's
talking about here, “The Age of Ultron”, it cost the studios over 300
million dollars to make the movie, but it was a good investment. The
movie made 1.4 billion dollars. This is based on a comic book. And so
it's not surprising to me, now that I realize, that God would use a giant to
get people's attention. Americans understand this. Oh a giant?
This is not like let's say, the Book of Revelation where there's a beast
with seven heads and ten horns. That's understandable to Bible students
but not to Americans. But if you say a giant, maybe this is the Hulk, then
Americans would wake up. And Dana Coverstone tells us that this is like
the Marvel comics.
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Now there were giants in the Bible called the Nephilim and they were
evil. Well this giant I think is carrying out God's will, so I don't think it's
the Nephilim giant, besides those were not nearly as big as this. This is
a mythical giant. This is much taller than this. This is a giant that's big
enough to lift up the whole city of Washington.
Here's the question I have. I’ll let you think about this now. I mentioned
the Scarlet Beast. Could this giant represent the Scarlet Beast? In other
words, God did not say, a beast with seven heads and ten horns lifted
up the Washington Monument, He said a giant did, which reminds
people of Marvel comics. Is this the Scarlet Beast that is going to upturn
Washington DC? Because that's in the Bible.
On the other hand, does this giant represent Donald Trump? Many of
the prophets on YouTube like Mark Taylor, and I mentioned X-22, and
all those guys, they all say that Donald Trump is going to uproot
Washington and expose the Deep State. And we already have the man
symbolizing Jesus. Why couldn't the giant represent Donald Trump? So
that's what we're going to have to decide here. Is this a good guy?
Does this giant represent Donald Trump or does it represent the Scarlet
Beast in the Book of Revelation? Okay let's look at the next part,
continuing with this amazing dream from Dana Coverstone. Although
this was kind of a fun dream to work on and I think it's true, it’s kind of
scary when you see what's going to happen to Washington.
“Well, that was what was happening, and the whole city is being
grabbed by the Washington Monument and being lifted up. And so,
the whole city of Washington is just kind of up in the
air. And this giant is catching onto it. And then, after
he pulled the entire thing up in one hand, he placed
the city into a large sifter, a sifting tool like you would
sift flour. And he held them in the other hand. And
then taking both hands, he literally took that sifter,
and he began to shake it.”
I don't think it's any accident that he picks up Washington by the
Washington Monument. I think this is a judgment on probably the
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Masonic underpin pennies of the city of Washington. Everyone knows
that obelisks are favourites of the Illuminati and the Masons.
And this destruction of Washington DC; is this the destruction caused by
Donald Trump exposing the Deep State, or is it the destruction caused
by the Scarlet Beast as prophesied in the Book of Revelation? Does this
describe World War 3 in other words?
Is this like the goat versus the ram in Daniel 8? The goat in Daniel 8
represents the Scarlet Beast, the same entity. The ram -- one of the
horns on the ram represents the United States. Could it be the war
described as the last king of the south against the last king of the north?
All of these are references to World War 3. I’m hoping that it's Donald
Trump, but it may not be. Let's look at the next part of the dream.
“He took the sifter, and the parts of the city and the ground began
to break up and the buildings were shaking violently. And the parts
falling through the sifter were falling back into the hole from which
it had been pulled up. It was just people
falling out, it was debris falling out, and
it was filling up with the grounds. And
after a few minutes, and it seemed like it
shook forever, but after a few minutes of
shaking and sifting, the only remaining
things were the federal buildings that
were linked to DC and the historical
Federal Trade Commission
precedent that came with it.”
Washington DC
Well that historical precedent is kind of interesting. So this destruction of
DC I believe indicates the destruction of the Democrat republic, the
Democratic republic that we have. I know that's why the “historical
precedent”. So, in a way this is a good thing. This is destroying the
bloody rats and so on, and the city of Washington, but are we going to
be happy when we see who is going to do this? I’m hoping it's Donald
Trump. All right let's look at the next part of the dream.
“And then holding the sifter in his left hand, he reached into the
sifter with his right hand he grabbed those remaining buildings.
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And he just crushed them, just squeezed -- you could see the
muscles and the blood vessels popping on his hand as he just
squeezed. And he was literally just crushing them in his hand. And
he held it so much, until his hand began to shake, and it was
literally shaking as he held it. And then he opened his hand, and
there was nothing but crushed debris in his hand.”
The next slide:
“And he just literally put his mouth down and blew it. And the
debris became like fading smoke. That debris didn't end up on the
ground; it disappeared like fading smoke in the air and was gone!
Have you ever seen flash paper? As a children's pastor, I used to
use flash paper quite a bit; you'd light it and it just disappears.
Well, this wasn't like flash paper; it was just dust that became
smoke and then just disappeared. And then he placed the sifter on
top of the hole below; and there was still that large indentation on
the ground.”
So this destruction of Washington DC is obviously total and complete.
There's nothing left except dust. So as I say, is this World War 3 that
causes this as prophesied in the Bible, or is this Donald Trump
destroying the Deep State? Let's look at the next part of this dream.
“And then the man that I always see in the dreams, he approached
me. And he had a scale in his hands. The kind that you would
weigh produce on, kind of holding it .. you have two different
things, you can tell the weight. And on that scale was a bowl. And
in that bowl were currencies of the world: the
yen, the ruble, the U.S. dollar, I saw the euro; I
saw many different types of currencies. And
he held the scale high above his head. And
then he threw the scales to the ground. And
when it hit the ground, it powdered and the
wind blew that into the air as well. But the
bowl was still in his left hand.”
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So, as I said before, this man represents Jesus. However I don't think
the bowl in this case represents the “bowl judgments” in Revelation.
That's the first thing I thought of. The “bowl judgments” are just about all
plagues of various kinds. This has to do with the economies of the world,
but, this is much different than what the giant was doing. This is the man
who's doing this. This is Jesus doing it. This is different, completely
different. This is I believe, Armageddon, what Dana Coverstone sees
here, because at Armageddon, all of the nations of the world, all the
tribes as Jesus says, are destroyed. This is not like World War 3.
World War 3 begins the Tribulation but Armageddon ends the
Tribulation. And the key here is, all the currencies. When Jesus returns
and sets up his millennial kingdom, there will be no financial system
other than what he establishes in the world. So Dana Coverstone has
gone through three major events in this dream. He's gone through the
exposure of all the criminal rats in Washington, number one. We've seen
the destruction of Washington DC. That would be I believe, part of the
World War, and the third is Armageddon.
There's no time stamp on this dream, so Dana Coverstone is not giving
us a time for any of these to occur, and I’ve got one more slide. Here's
what the man says at the end. This is his summary of the dream.
“And he said these words, ’I determine the value of what is valued. I
determine the value of what is valued. But the soul of the nation
worships paper, and paper is all it will be.’ And then he said these
words, ‘The time of bracing is past, and the season of endurance is
upon the Body of Christ. Endure now, endure tomorrow, and
endure until the end.’”
Unfortunately, I think that's the key to understanding of who the giant is.
If the giant were Donald Trump, we would not have to endure. We would
be on the sidelines cheering, which is what we heard from Q Anon and
all of the prophets on YouTube who were saying that we enjoy the show.
Remember we were told that? I don't think this is going to be enjoying
the show. We're going to endure. That's what Dana Coverstone was
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prophesying. It’s the destruction of Washington DC, in other words as
World War 3.
The giant represents the beast, and why shouldn't the giant represent a
beast? He only uses the term giant because that's what Americans
know. We like fantasy figures like the Marvel comics.
So in a way the conclusion is positive. What we will see being destroyed
is what should be destroyed. We will see at the end that God destroys
the One World Communist tyranny, and this lines up with all of Dana
Coverstone's previous dreams. It's very similar.
In the Mud Dream remember there's a river of mud, and we have to
endure in there, because we can't take the masks that the people on the
side are offering us, in fact mocking us, because we don't take it. The
mask stands for the mark, the Mark of the Beast. We can't take the Mark
of the Beast. We have to endure.
It's like the Snake Chain Dream, where the snake goes out and enslaves
the various states. This is consistent with all of his dreams, except as I
say for the Deep State, where the Sergeant-at-Arms says Biden's
corruption would not be revealed.
According to this, the media will begin to expose all the criminal rats in
Washington, and actually that's not inconsistent either. Actually the
Communists would go after each other, because it's going to be a
winnowing out process to see who is going to be the leader in
Washington, or who's going to lead the country I should say, because
the rats, as Dana Coverstone said here, they start fighting against each
other.
So I think that the overall dream is positive, in other words the Deep
State; the rats are going to be exposed, the Deep State is going to be
broken, the Washington Monument, the Masonic underpinnings of our
country will be destroyed, and then God destroys all nations of the earth,
and all of this is right in the Bible.
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So Dana Coverstone's prophecy is verifying what we already know
really, except he's putting it in terms that maybe Americans will wake up
and understand what's going on.
Now I would like to add one little footnote. This is all dependent on the
woman, and when the woman travails and brings forth. Now that could
change the prophecy. Dana Coverstone does not cover the woman, who
is we know, Mary. In Micah, Donald Trump is finally able to destroy the
Deep State after the woman who travails brings forth in Micah chapter 5
verse number 3. Dana Coverstone does not cover that.
We can always pray that that is the solution but according to what Dana
Coverstone is prophesying here, we have to endure and that's a
positive, but at the same time it's going to require sacrifice and pain and
mourning on our part. All right, that is the end of Dana Coverstone's
dream and that is the end of my interpretation.
So until I do see all of you again, may God bless all of you and may all of
you have a very blessed evening.
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